Installing the Solid-LocTM Tensioning Tool
Getting Started

Step #1

You will need a hammer, drill
motor, 7/16” drill bit, and tape
measure to complete this
installation. Please remove the
tension tool from the package
and locate the Safety Bar. Remove
the wing nuts from both bolts.

Position the bar about 13 1/2”
from the edge of the table that
you wish to stretch from. Strike
the bolt with the hammer to
“mark” the positioning. Be sure to
strike both sides of the safety bar.

Set the height of the Safety Bar
to 1 3/4” from the table top using
the secondary nut and washer.
Once you have set this, it will not
need to be adjusted. Make sure
that the bolt passes through the
table.

Fasten the included wing nuts
and washers to the bolt on the
bottom of the table. Hand tighten
them and check the bar for any
movement. If there is movement,
apply more torque to the wing
nuts.

Step #3

Step #4

Step #2

Using the 7/16” drill bit and
motor, drill out both ‘bolt marks’
that you made using the Safety
Bar and hammer. Drill completely
through the table or board you
are using. You will need to fasten
a wing nut to bottom of the bolt.

Step #5

Your Safety Bar is now mounted
and your Tensioning Tool is ready
for use. Remember to wear eye
protection and follow the
instructions for the correct type
of Solid-Loc Frame that you are
using.
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Stretching Instructions

1) The shur-loc® connectors must be fully engaged before
stretching. Failing to do so may result in fabric breakage.
2) Always tension the long bars first during the stretching
process.

Important: Ensure stretcher strip is fully
seated before applying pressure.

Your frame is now complete.

